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The U. S. Grant Hotel is a majestic building designed by Harrison Albright combining Academic Revival, Neo-Classical, and Beaux-Arts features in a "Mannerist" design.
The use of steel and reinforced concrete as a fire-proof and earthquake-proof frame
for the nine-story structure reflects modern construction methods.
The ground floor of the building is a square with 200 feet facing on Broadway
and 200 feet on 3rd and 4th Streets. Service indentations on 3rd and kth are shown
on the floor plan. Above the ground floor, two towering wings form the east and west
walls of the U-shaped building. Between the two wings is a massive triumphal arch,
reminiscent of a monumental recessed gallery of the "Mannerist" tradition. -The symmetrical arrangement of the monumentally proportioned building combined with the smooth,
light-colored simulated-stone surface and the colossal paired columns of the arch,
demonstrate the Beaux-Arts tradition.
The Academic Revival influence is seen in several features. The large building
is organized into distinct horizontal divisions, lower, middle, and upper. The bottom
floor is rusticated concrete, resembling cut ashlar, with a broken pedimented opening
flanked by rusticated block pilasters. The second floor is set apart by a belt or
string course. Included in this area are large compressed arch windows. The movement
into the middle section is emphasized by the use of multi-paned casement windows with
rectangular transoms which open onto a balcony. The middle section presents a modern
honey-comb effect with recessed rectangular sash windows in 3's creating bays. (The
end bays contain 2 windows.) This style is reflected in the requirements of the
building's owners for light, space, air and strength as the first priority of the
building while the exterior ornamentation was secondary. The seventh floor marks the
transition into the upper stories with a molded concrete cornice. The top floor is
finished with smooth concrete (contrasting with the rusticated bottom floor). Multipaned casement windows with semi-circular fanlights are recessed into arches. The use
of arched openings with straight-head and pedimented window styles in the same plane
marks the Academic Revival influence. The upper portions of the building are defined
with a classical horizontalaarchitrave, moldings, denticulated course, classical cornice,
and parapet.
The triumphal arch projects from the U-shape approximately 2 bays and is flanked
by 2 side arches of 1 bay projection; these terminate in the middle of the ?th floor.
The side arches play against the central arch. The central arch with its concave,
rusticated blocks cuts through to the 8th story with a center detailing. The inner
arch contains a recessed bay of 3 casement windows with straight-head rectangular
transoms, which open onto balconies. At the ?th floor, the transoms become fanlights.
Single windows travel up the sides of the arch to the ninth floor where projecting
cornices and balconies define the upper story. The windows above this cornice are
multi-paned casement with semi-circular fanlights. The central area directly above the
triumphal arch becomes an enclosed recessed gallery with paired Beaux-Arts influenced
columns creating divisions. Another projecting cornice and the parapet (since converted into a square addition containing square multi-paned windows) distinguish the
uppermost floor. The recessions caused by the 3 arches play with light, spaces, and
advancing and receeding planes. The theme of depth and intracacy for its own sake with
the varied use of space and elevations shows the "Mannerist" influence.
*This can be seen on the 3rd arid 4th Street elevations.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The significance of the U. S. Grant Hotel lies both in the architecture and in
the events and people associated with the building. Designed by a locally prominent
architect, Harrison Albright, the hotel is a well-designed, well-preserved example
of "Mannerist" style commercial architecture with gestures of Beaux-Arts and Academic
Revival detailing. The ingenuity and complexity exemplified in the varied relief
in the wall features and the variety of depth and design create an exaggerated classical effect. The monumental planning and control of space contrasts with the detail
to classical accuracy in the ornamentation. Constructed entirely of steel and concrete,
the building is significant as one of the very early examples of the skyscraper in
Southern California and is claimed to be the first one in San Diego.
In addition to architectural significance, the building, is also associated
with persons in history who played an important role in the growth of San Diego and
the United States. The hotel served as a major meeting place for civic clubs, and
upon opening, became the scene for social and political activities. A prestiguous
hotel, it became known as the place to stay in San Diego, similar to the Palace
Hotel in San Francisco. Political and entertainment figures, particularly campaigning politicians, included the U. S. Grant Hotel on their itinerary. Visitors included: Presidents Wilson, Harding, Truman, and Kennedy and celebrities Gary Grant,
Beverly Sills, and Governors Warren, Reagan, and Jerry Brown of California. Located
close to Mexico, the hotel was convenient for short trips over the border.
In 1905, Ulysses S. Grant, Jr., began preparations for the construction of this
new hotel to be named in honor of his father, Commander in Chief of the United States
Army and twice President of the United States. With this building, he chose to
create an object of beauty for perpetuity, bearing his family name, and remaining
a monument to his father. The site which he selected was originally occupied by the
Horton House, focal point for the beginning of "New Town" envisioned by Alonzo Horatius
Horton, and this location, after nearly one century, is still the hub of San Diego.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Lots A-L Block 37 Horton* Addition, Map No. DB 0013 Pg. 522.

Boundaries measure 200 feet square; total feet UOOOO square feet or .92 acres,
running north 200 feet from the intersection of 3rd and Broadway, then east
200 feet behind the rear of the building to i|th Street, then south 200 fefet
to Broadway, then west 200 feet to the point of the beginning.
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At the present time, the building remains essentially unchanged since first
constructed in 1910 with the exception of a tenth and eleventh story addition in
1922, and a second floor ballroom in 195*+ in the open-air space formerly occupied by
the Palm Court. The tenth and eleventh story arched windows changed to straight-head
windows circa 1922. A simplified cornice without the classical detail of the original
design was added to the front and sides of the addition. Minor alterations include:
the removal of lights on the parapet; the removal of the third-story balconies and
balustrade, with the shortening of the windows; the addition of metal fire escapes
down the center window of both wings; and the attachment of a six-story vertical
neon sign to the southwest wing. Open-work, metal balconies were added to the secondstory garden area and extend over the sidewalk; replacing a balustrade which was
flush with the side wings.
Since construction, the U. S. Grant Hotel first floor exterior store fronts
have been modernized at various times. The entrance columns have been enclosed, and
the exterior decorations (tiling, decals) have been covered over. The bay on the southwest side of the building has been covered with a solid concrete overlay. It is
important to note that the original structure exists beneath the covering. The remainder of the first floor facade has experienced only superficial modernization with
preservation of existing columns and structure.
From the rear, the windowless wings extend from the central portion of the
building. The structural steel frame reinforced buttresses extending to the eleventh
floor addition create seven bays. The window patterns on the addition differ from
the original building, being multi-paned. Metal utility ducts and large fans over
the first floor extend from the building. The parking garage is a separate entity
and was added at a later date. It shares no common wall with the hotel. One-half
has been demolished without damaging the hotel and the remainder will also be destroyed.
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